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We study a two-leg fermionic Hubbard ladder model with a state-dependent hopping. We find that, contrary
to the case without a state-dependent hopping, for which the system has a superfluid nature regardless of the sign
of the interaction at incommensurate filling, in the presence of such a hopping a spin-triplet superfluid, spin-
density wave and charge-density wave phases emerge. We examine our results in the light of recent experiments
on periodically-driven optical lattices in cold atoms. We give protocols allowing us to realize the spin-triplet
superfluid elusive in the cold atoms.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Strongly correlated one-dimensional systems have attracted
strong attention over the past decades. In general, in such
systems the excitations differ strongly from their higher di-
mensional counterparts and for fermions are very different
from the usual Landau quasiparticles occurring in a Fermi-
liquid state [1]. Instead, many of the one dimensional systems
belong to the universality class known to be the Tomonaga-
Luttinger liquid [2].
In particular, the system made of two coupled fermionic
chains, namely, the two-leg ladder system, has been inten-
sively studied in the past [2–13]. This system has been shown
to exhibit superconductivity, not only for attractive interac-
tions (s-wave superconductivity), but also quite remarkable
for purely repulsive ones. In the latter case the superconduc-
tivity is of d-wave symmetry. The d-wave superconductivity
emerges by doping of a Mott insulating phase at half filling.
While the one-dimensional system has been intensively
studied as a first step towards other materials in higher dimen-
sions, such as the high-Tc superconductors, nowadays it is a
major subject in itself due to the relevance for some experi-
ments, in particular in the field of cold atomic gases [14].
Indeed, due to rapid advances in technology, cold atoms
are a promising way to investigate the one dimensional sys-
tems with an unprecedented level of control on the interchain
hopping and interactions. Most of the atoms utilized in exper-
iments have internal degrees of freedom, which correspond to
hyperfine states when we focus on alkali species, already al-
lowing to reproduction of models such as the Hubbard model
[15, 16]. More recently, ladder systems have also been pro-
duced, both for bosonic and fermionic states [17–21].
In addition to simulating systems directly existing in con-
densed matter physics, by using the unique manipulations
available in experiments, cold atoms also allow us to realize
new quantum states of matter.
One such extension, which is the focus of this paper, is the
time modulation of optical lattices [22–26]. By applying such
a modulation with sufficiently high frequencies, it is possi-
ble to tune the hopping matrix. This technique allows one
to control the hopping not just in strength but also in sign,
since the renormalized hopping is essentially proportional to
a Bessel function. In addition, by using the state-dependent
optical lattice [27, 28] or applying a magnetic field one can
also control the hopping matrix element in a state-dependent
manner. In fact, such a setup has motivated several theoretical
studies on existence or non-existence of exotic paired states
in the two-dimensional Hubbard model [29–32], and on the
presence of incommensurate density waves and segregation
in the one-dimensional Hubbard model [33, 34].
One may also expect the realization of an unconventional
superfluid in cold atoms by means of such a unique technique.
To realize a superfluid in cold atoms, so far, it is necessary
to use a Feshbach resonance, since the typical temperature in
the experiments is of the order of a tenth of the Fermi tem-
perature [14]. A weak-coupling BCS transition temperature
is extremely low compared to this temperature. A Feshbach
resonance allows one to boost the interactions enough so that
s-wave superfluidity can be routinely realized for attractive
interactions. However, other symmetries are not so easily at-
tainable. A p-wave Feshbach resonance is unstable due to
the atom-molecule and molecule-molecule inelastic collisions
[35]. Therefore, the realization of an unconventional super-
fluid with cold atoms is a highly challenging issue.
In this paper, we show how one can realize a spin-triplet
superfluid in a two-leg Hubbard ladder system. In the pres-
ence of a state-dependent hopping, the d-wave pairing state in
the normal ladder is replaced by a spin triplet superfluid and
a spin density wave (SDW) state. We also discuss the case
of an attractive interaction which would lead in the absence
of state dependent hopping to s-wave superconductivity and
which gives an incommensurate charge density wave (CDW)
in the presence of state-dependent hopping.
With a ladder system we thus show that we can obtain a
spin-triplet state with purely local (s-wave) repulsive interac-
tions, which is an attainable situation in experiments. In a sin-
gle chain such a state would have demanded an extended Hub-
bard model with on-site repulsion and nearest-neighbor attrac-
tion of the same order of magnitude [36], something which is
at the moment out of reach in cold atomic systems.
This paper is organized as follows. Section II discusses
the Hamiltonian we propose and its low-energy description
by means of the bosonization technique. In Sec. III, the pos-
sible phases are determined by using a renormalization group
analysis. In Sec. IV, we discuss the properties of the strong-
coupling limit in the system and experimental protocols to-
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2ward its realization. Section V is the Conclusion. Technical
details can be found in the Appendix.
II. HAMILTONIAN
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FIG. 1. Band structure of the two-leg fermionic Hubbard ladder of
atoms with spin down (a) without the state-dependent hopping and
(b) with state-dependent hopping as tKÒ “ ´tKÓ. In each case, there
are four different points at the Fermi level. If the repulsive interaction
is added, the latter leads to a spin-triplet superfluid while the former
leads to a d-wave superfluid at incommensurate filling. The band
structure of atoms with spin up does not change in the presence of
the state-dependent hopping.
We study two-component fermions confined in the two-leg
ladder geometry. Our starting point is the following two-leg
Hubbard ladder model:
H “ ´t‖
Nÿ
j“1
ÿ
s“Ò,Ó
ÿ
p“˘1
pc:j,s,pc j`1,s,p ` h.c.q
´
ÿ
j,s
tKspc:j,s,1c j,s,´1 ` h.c.q ` U
ÿ
j,p
n j,Ò,pn j,Ó,p, (1)
where t‖ and tKs are respectively the hopping matrices along
the chain and rung directions, and j and p indicate the chain
and ladder indices. Here, the on-site Hubbard U can corre-
spond to both repulsive and attractive interactions, which in-
deed can be realized experimentally. We focus on a system at
incommensurate filling since we are interested in the stability
of the superfluids in the presence of the state-dependent hop-
ping, in particular, in the presence of such a hopping along the
rung direction. The effect of the state-dependent chain hop-
ping has been partially discussed in Refs. [30, 31, 33]. In this
section and section III, we discuss the weak-coupling limit to
analyze the possible phases using a field theory analysis. In
our model, this condition implies t‖ " |U|, tKs.
To deal with the system in the weak-coupling limit cor-
rectly, we first move to the bonding and anti-bonding repre-
sentation for the fermion operators:
c j,s,0ppiq “ rc j,s,1 ` p´qc j,s,´1s{
?
2, (2)
which allows to diagonalize the hopping terms. While in the
absence of the rung hopping, the bonding and anti-bonding
bands are energetically degenerate, these are split in the pres-
ence of the the rung hopping. In the absence of the state-
dependent rung hopping, the splitting is independent of the
states (or spins), and therefore, there are four different points
at the Fermi level as can be seen from Fig. 1. In the pres-
ence of the state-dependent rung hopping, however, the split-
ting starts to depend on the states and leads to eight different
points at the Fermi level. At the same time, at tKÒ “ ´tKÓ,
the four point structure at the Fermi level is recovered even
though in this case the degeneracies occur between ppi, Òq and
p0, Óq and between p0, Òq and ppi, Óq (see Fig. 1). Then, the
interaction term plays the role of hybridization between the
bonding and anti-bonding bands, which is essential to lead to
nontrivial states of matter in the system.
We now consider the continuum limit to use the bosoniza-
tion. The fermion in the continuum limit ψ can be expressed
with conjugate phase fields φ and θ as [2]
ψsqrpxq “ 1?
2piα
ηsqeirkF xe´irrφsqpxq´θsqpxqs, (3)
with the Fermi momentum kF , index q “ 0 or pi for the bond-
ing and anti-bonding bands, index r “ ´1 or 1 for the left or
right mover, cut-off parameter α, and the phase fields φsq and
θsq to be conjugate. Here, we explicitly introduce the Klein
factor η, which guarantees the correct anti-commutation rela-
tion of the fermions and is also important to obtain correct ex-
pressions for the bosonized Hamiltonian and correlation func-
tions. By substituting (3) into (1), one may obtain the follow-
ing low-energy effective Hamiltonian:
H “
ÿ
µ“ρ,σ
ÿ
ν“˘
ż
dx
2pi
„
uµνKµνp∇θµνq2 ` uµνKµν p∇φµνq
2

`
ż
dx
2ppiαq2 rcos 2φσ`tg1 cosp2φσ´ ´ δσ´xq ` g2 cosp2φρ´ ´ δρ´xqu
` cos 2θρ´tg3 cosp2φσ´ ´ δσ´xq ` g4 cos 2φσ`u ´ cos 2θσ´tg5 cosp2φρ´ ´ δρ´xq ` g6 cos 2φσ`us,
(4)
where we introduced for φ fields,
φρ` “ 12 pφÒ0 ` φÓ0 ` φÒpi ` φÓpiq, (5)
φρ´ “ 12 pφÒ0 ` φÓ0 ´ φÒpi ´ φÓpiq, (6)
φσ` “ 12 pφÒ0 ´ φÓ0 ` φÒpi ´ φÓpiq, (7)
φσ´ “ 12 pφÒ0 ´ φÓ0 ´ φÒpi ` φÓpiq, (8)
and similar relations for θ fields. To obtain the above, we
neglect the umklapp scatterings since the system at incom-
mensurate filling is concerned. For our original Hamiltonian,
we find δρ´ “ 2Kρ´ptKÒ ` tKÓq{uρ´, δσ´ “ 2Kσ´ptKÒ ´
3tKÓq{uσ´, gi “ U pi “ 1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 6q. In addition, uµν and
Kµν are the velocity and the Tomonaga-Luttinger parameter,
respectively. We also note that to obtain the above bosonized
Hamiltonian (4), we adopt the following convention on the
ordering of the Klein factors:
ηÒ0ηÓ0ηÓpiηÒpi “ 1. (9)
III. RENORMALIZATION GROUP ANALYSIS
Based on the bosonized Hamiltonian (4), we now determine
the possible phases in this model. To this end, we employ
the renormalization group (RG) approach in the bosonized
Hamiltonian [2]. By performing the scaling of the cut-off
pαÑ α1 “ αedlq, one may obtain the set of the RG equations
at the one-loop level (quadratic with respect to the coupling
constants), which is given by (see Appendix)
dKσ´
dl
“ ´K
2
σ´J0pδσ´αqry21 ` y23s
2
` J0pδρ´αqy
2
5 ` y26
2
,(10)
dKσ`
dl
“ ´K
2
σ`rJ0pδσ´αqy21 ` J0pδρ´αqy22 ` y24 ` y26s
2
,(11)
dKρ´
dl
“ ´K
2
ρ´J0pδρ´αqry22 ` y25s
2
` J0pδσ´αqy
2
3 ` y24
2
,(12)
dy1
dl
“ p2´ Kσ´ ´ Kσ`qy1 ´ y3y4, (13)
dy2
dl
“ p2´ Kρ´ ´ Kσ`qy2 ´ y5y6, (14)
dy3
dl
“ p2´ Kσ´ ´ 1{Kρ´qy3 ´ y1y4, (15)
dy4
dl
“ p2´ Kσ` ´ 1{Kρ´qy4 ´ y1y3J0pδσ´αq, (16)
dy5
dl
“ p2´ Kρ´ ´ 1{Kσ´qy5 ´ y2y6, (17)
dy6
dl
“ p2´ Kσ` ´ 1{Kσ´qy6 ´ y2y5J0pδρ´αq, (18)
dδσ´
dl
“ δσ´ ´ Kσ´J1pδσ´αqry
2
1 ` y23s
α
, (19)
dδρ´
dl
“ δρ´ ´
Kρ´J1pδρ´αqry22 ` y25s
α
, (20)
where the initial values are given as yip0q “ U{p2pivFq
pi “ 1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 6q, Kρ´p0q “ Kσ´p0q “ 1, Kρ` “
1{a1` U{p2pivFq, Kσ`p0q “ 1{a1´ U{p2pivFq with the
Fermi velocity vF . We note that since there is no cosine term
with respect to φρ` and θρ`, which are decoupled from the
other phase fields, Kρ` does not flow up to this order of ap-
proximation. In addition, Jn pn “ 0, 1q is the nth order Bessel
function, which plays a role in controlling the relevance of the
corresponding cosine terms. Thus, one may classify the fixed
points into the following three cases:
(a) δρ´ Ñ8, δσ´ Ñ 0,
(b) δρ´ Ñ8, δσ´ Ñ8,
(c) δρ´ Ñ 0, δσ´ Ñ8.
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FIG. 2. Possible phases for the repulsive Hubbard interaction, U ą
0: d-wave superfluid (a), spin-density wave (b), spin-triplet super-
fluid along the z direction (c). The arrows and ellipses (shaded el-
lipses) indicate the spins and spin-singlet pairing (spin-triplet pair-
ing, especially, |S z “ 0y “ | ÒÓy ` | ÓÒy), respectively. Since
U ą 0, the on-site pairing is discouraged and the interchain pairing
is selected by the many-body effect for tKÒ « ˘tKÓ. The SDW state
realized has the alternate occupation in spin on the two legs.
First, let us consider the case (a), which corresponds to
the limit tKÒ « tKÓ. In this case, the terms proportional
to g2, g5 can be dropped due to the rapid oscillation of the
cosines. Thus, the RG equations reduce to ones without the
state-dependent hopping [2], since this limit also allows us to
do the substitutions, J0pδσ´αq “ 1 and J0pδρ´αq “ 0. The
RG analysis shows the fixed point is given by g1 Ñ ´8,
g3 Ñ 8, g4 Ñ 8, g6 Ñ 0 for U ą 0 and g1 Ñ ´8,
g3 Ñ ´8, g4 Ñ 0, g6 Ñ 8 for U ă 0. While regardless
of the sign of the interaction, φρ´, φσ`, and φσ´ are gapped,
these minimums are different for opposite signs of the interac-
tion. It turns out that the minimum can be determined by the
fixed point. Then, the dominant correlations are the d-wave
superfluid for U ą 0 whose pairing occurs between the differ-
ent chains and the s-wave superfluid for U ă 0 whose pairing
essentially occurs in on-site. The corresponding operators are
ODSFp jq “
ÿ
p
pc j,Ò,pc j,Ó,´p ´ c j,Ó,pc j,Ò,´pq
„ e´iθρ`pcos φρ´ sin φσ` sin φσ´ ´ i sin φρ cosσ` cos φσ´q,
(21)
OSSF0p jq “
ÿ
p
pc j,Ò,pc j,Ó,p ´ c j,Ó,pc j,Ò,pq
„ e´iθρ`pcos φρ´ cos φσ` cos φσ´ ` i sin φρ´ sin φσ` sin φσ´q,
(22)
respectively [2]. In contrast to the single chain Hubbard
model, we have for the ladder a superfluid regardless of sign
4!?
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FIG. 3. Possible phases for the attractive Hubbard interaction,
U ă 0: bonding s-wave superfluid (a), charge density wave (b),
anti-bonding s-wave superfluid (c). The difference of the dashed
curves is that the s-wave superfluid (a) occurs for the bonding band of
the Cooper pairs while the superfluid (c) occurs for the anti-bonding
band of the Cooper pairs. The CDW (b) has the alternate occupation
on the two legs.
of the interaction.
Let us next consider the case (b), where both of the rung
hoppings tKρ ” tKÒ`tKÓ and tKσ ” tKÒ´tKÓ are relevant and
the substitutions J0pδρ´αq “ J0pδσ´αq “ 0 are allowed. In
this case, the effects of g1, g2, g3, g5 can be dropped due to the
large oscillations. By solving the RG equations under these
conditions, the fixed points are shown to be g4 Ñ8, g6 Ñ8
for U ą 0 and g4 Ñ ´8, g6 Ñ ´8 for U ă 0. Thus, we see
θρ´, φσ`, θσ´ are going to be gapped. From the fixed point
analysis, we find that the following SDW and CDW operators
are relevant for U ą 0 and U ă 0, respectively:
OSDWpip jq “
ÿ
p
ppc:j,Ò,pc j,Ò,p ´ c:j,Ó,pc j,Ó,pq
„ e´iφρ`psin θρ´ cos φσ` cos θσ´ ´ cos θρ´ sin φσ` sin θσ´q,
(23)
OCDWpip jq “
ÿ
p
ppc:j,Ò,pc j,Ò,p ` c:j,Ó,pc j,Ó,pq
„ e´iφρ`pcos θρ´ cos φσ` sin θσ´ ´ sin θρ´ sin φσ` cos θσ´q,
(24)
where pi indicates the difference of the densities on the two
legs. The presence of the state-dependent rung hopping as
|tKÒ{tKÓ| , 1 tries to destroy the the superfluidity for the two-
leg Hubbard ladder, and causes fluctuations toward crystalline
orders such as the SDW or CDW. Here, one may notice the
analogy with the single chain Hubbard system in the presence
of a state-dependent hopping [33] where in the wide range of
the parameters SDW and CDW are shown to be the dominant
fluctuations for U ą 0 and U ă 0, respectively. Such emer-
gences of the density wave states in the single chain system
are natural, since one of the spin components is reluctant to
hop between different sites, However, now we impose the spin
dependence only for the rung direction. Thus, the emergence
of the SDW or CDW in our model is less trivial.
Let us finally consider the case (c), which can be realized
when tKÒ « ´tKÓ and therefore the substitutions J0pδρ´αq “
1 and J0pδσ´αq “ 0 are justified. In this case, g1, g3 can be
dropped in a manner similar to the other cases. By solving the
RG equations, we find the fixed points to be g2 Ñ ´8, g4 Ñ
0, g5 Ñ8, g6 Ñ8 for U ą 0 and g2 Ñ ´8, g4 Ñ 0, g5 Ñ
´8, g6 Ñ ´8 for U ă 0, and therefore, φρ´, φσ`, θσ´
are gapped. In accordance with the fixed points, the dominant
correlations are shown to be the spin-triplet superfluid along
the z direction for U ą 0 and s-wave superfluid for U ă 0,
where the corresponding operators are
OTSFzp jq “
ÿ
p
pc j,Ò,pc j,Ó,´p ` c j,Ó,pc j,Ò,´pq
„ e´iθρ`pcos φρ´ cos φσ` cos θσ´ ´ i sin φρ´ sin φσ` sin θσ´q,
(25)
OSSFpip jq “
ÿ
p
ppc j,Ò,pc j,Ó,p ´ c j,Ó,pc j,Ò,pq
„ e´iθρ`psin φρ´ sin φσ` cos θσ´ ` i cos φρ´ cos φσ` sin θσ´q,
(26)
respectively. We first focus on the emergence of the dom-
inant fluctuation of the spin-triplet superfluid for U ą 0.
Namely, the sign inversion in the rung hopping regarding
only one of the spin components allows the change of nature
of the pairings from the inter-chain spin-singlet to the inter-
chain spin-triplet. In the bonding and anti-bonding represen-
tation, while the d-wave superfluid operator has the form as
c j,Ò,0c j,Ó,0 ´ c j,Ò,pic j,Ó,pi, the spin-triplet superfluid occurring is
given as c j,Ò,0c j,Ó,pi`c j,Ó,0c j,Ò,pi. To understand the mechanism,
we first point out that such a sign inversion in the rung hop-
ping can be achieved by introducing the Peierls phases both
in charge and spin sectors by pi{2. Then, what is important for
the pairing is the Peierls phase in the spin sector. In fact, it has
been shown in Ref. [37] that such a Peierls phase causes the
spin rotation of the fermions for one of the chains and trans-
forms a spin-singlet into a spin-triplet pairing. For U ă 0, on
the other hand, the difference between the s-wave superfluids
in Eq. (26) and in Eq. (22) is that if we treat the Cooper pairs
occurring in each chain as the bosons, the superfluid in the
absence of the state-dependent hopping occurs for the bond-
ing band of the bosons while the superfluid in the presence
of it occurs for the anti-bonding band of the bosons. Com-
pared with the situation from the spin-singlet to spin-triplet
pairings for U ą 0, the important ingredient for this change
of the s-wave superfluids for U ă 0 is the Peierls phase in
charge sector. One may also accept this situation recalling
that in a Bose-Einstein condensate on a double well potential,
a BEC on the bonding band is normally the ground state while
a BEC on the anti-bonding band becomes the ground state in
the presence of the sign inversion hopping [38].
The possible phases are summarized in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3.
5IV. DISCUSSION
A. Strong coupling limit
So far, we have discussed the weak-coupling limit by means
of the bosonization and RG analysis, it is also interesting to
see what happens in the strong-coupling limit in which naively
a similar phase diagram may be expected.
For the U ą 0 case, in fact, it may be difficult to depict
a general phase diagram analytically since a faithful effective
Hamiltonian has yet to be known except for commensurate
filling such as half filling. In addition, the rung hopping is
a relevant perturbation, which prevents one from starting at
the single chain Hubbard model where the Bethe ansatz ap-
proach is available. At the same time, the previous numerical
analyses in the absence of the state-dependent hopping show
that the d-wave superfluid state emerges even in the strong-
coupling limit [2, 10–13]. In addition, since the hybridization
among the four different Fermi points by the on-site repulsive
interaction shown in Fig. 1 (a) is an essential ingredient of
the d-wave state, we obtain the d-wave superfluid not only for
t‖ " tK but also for t‖ « tK in which the numerical calcu-
lation has been performed [10–13]. Therefore, the presence
of the spin-triplet superfluid in the strong-coupling limit can
also be shown with the argument in Sec. III. Namely, by using
the canonical transformations c j,s,1 Ñ a j,s,1 c j,s,´1 Ñ ˘a j,s,´1
where the sign is ` for s “Ò and ´ for s “Ó, the Hamilto-
nian with tKÒ “ ´tKÓ is mapped onto one with tKÒ “ tKÓ,
that is, a normal two-leg fermionic Hubbard ladder can be ob-
tained. Accordingly, the operator of the spin-triplet superfluid
is transformed into that of the d-wave superfluid. Therefore,
once we confirm the emergence of the d-wave superfluid in
the normal two-leg fermionic Hubbard ladder system, we see
that the spin-triplet superfluid occurring in tKÒ « ´tKÓ is ro-
bust. We also note that the essence of the spin-triplet super-
fluid is the manipulation on the rung hopping, and thus, noth-
ing happens and the d-wave superfluid remains even if such a
manipulation on the hopping is performed for the chain direc-
tion. Thus, to see the spin-triplet superfluid, the manipulation
on the hopping along the rung direction is required. Another
interesting but remaining issue may be the possibility of seg-
regation in the limit tÒ “ 0 or tÓ “ 0 [39, 40].
On the other hand, for the U ă 0 case, we can discuss the
possible phases in the strong-coupling limit by means of an
effective Hamiltonian approach. To see this, we first perform
the so-called particle-hole transformation [41] in this model.
Then, the original model is mapped onto the system with U ą
0 and spin imbalance at half filling, and therefore the effective
Hamiltonian is shown to be
H “ J‖
ÿ
j
p~S j,1 ¨ ~S j`1,1 ` ~S j,´1 ¨ ~S j`1,´1q ´ h
ÿ
j
pS zj,1 ` S zj,´1q
`JxyK
ÿ
j
pS xj,1S xj,´1 ` S yj,1S yj,´1q.` JzK
ÿ
j
S zj,1S
z
j,´1, (27)
where J‖ “ 4t2‖ {|U|, JxyK “ 4tKÒtKÓ{|U|, JzK “ 2pt2KÒ `
t2KÓq{|U|, and h is a magnetic field corresponding to filling
in the original attractive model. By performing bosonization
for the above Hamiltonian [2], one may obtain
Heff “
ÿ
µ“s,a
ż
dx
2pi
ˆ
uµKµp∇θµq2 ` uµKµ p∇φµq
2
˙
` 1
2ppiαq2
ż
dxrJxyK cosp
?
2θaq ` JzK cosp2
?
2φaqs, (28)
where φspaq “ rφ1 ` p´qφ´1s{
?
2 is the phase field in
chain p, φp pp “ ˘1q, and similar relations for the θ
field. The original spin fields and phase fields are related as
S zppxq “ ´∇φppxq{pi`p´1qx cosp2φppxqq{ppiαq and S p` pxq “
e´iθppxqrp´1qx ` cos 2φppxqs{
?
2piα. Since J‖ " JK is con-
cerned, we can determine the Tomonaga-Luttinger parameters
as
Ks,a “ K
ˆ
1¯ KJ
z
K
2piu
˙
. (29)
Here K and u are the Tomonaga-Luttinger parameter and
velocity in the single chain Heisenberg model, respectively.
The Tomonaga-Luttinger parameter K can be determined by
means of Bethe ansatz, and it is known that the possible range
is 1{2 ď K ď 1, where K “ 1{2 corresponds to the no magne-
tization case and K “ 1 to the fully polarized case [42]. Since
the above consists of the linear combination of the simple co-
sine terms, one can determine the ground state with a simple
scaling argument. In fact, cos
?
2θa and cos
?
8φa have the
scaling dimensions of p2Kaq´1 and 2Ka, respectively. Thus,
we see that cos
?
2θa is ordered for Ka ą 1{2 and the situ-
ation is reversed for Ka ă 1{2. As can be seen from Eqs.
(28) and (29), Ka ą 1{2, and we expect that θa is ordered
except for the limit JxyK Ñ 0 where φa is ordered. To specify
the ground state in the spin language, let us introduce bond-
ing and anti-bonding spin operators as ~S 0 “ ~S 1 ` ~S´1 and
~S pi “ ~S 1´~S´1, respectively. Then, one finds that the bonding
(anti-bonding) transverse spin-spin correlation xS`0 prqS´0 p0qy
pxS pi prqS pi p0qyq is dominant for θa to be gapped with JxyK ă 0pJxyK ą 0q, while the anti-bonding longitudinal spin-spin cor-
relation xS zpiprqS zpip0qy is dominant for φa to be gapped [2].
Now, we can determine the dominant correlation in the orig-
inal model by using the particle-hole transformation again.
Since by this transformation
S´0 Ñ
ÿ
p
pc j,Ò,pc j,Ó,p “ OSSCpi , (30)
S pi Ñ
ÿ
p
c j,Ò,pc j,Ó,p “ OSSC0 , (31)
S zpi Ñ
ÿ
p,s
pc:j,s,pc j,s,p “ OCDWpi , (32)
we conclude that the s-wave superfluid is dominant except
for tKÒtKÓ Ñ 0 where the CDW correlation is dominant. In
particular, the bonding s-wave pairing state is realized for
tKÒtKÓ ą 0 while the anti-bonding s-wave pairing state is
realized for the opposite sign case. Thus, the phase struc-
ture is compatible with the weak-coupling analysis while in
the weak-coupling limit the region of the s-wave superfluid
is rather narrow but in the strong-coupling limit the situation
6is reversed. This may be explained by the observation that
the pairing gap becomes larger as the attractive interaction is
increased and the pairing in the s-wave superfluid essentially
occurs in a single site, and therefore the introduction of the
small state-dependent rung hopping may not cause the disap-
pearance of the superfluid correlation.
B. Experimental protocol
We now discuss the realization of our model and its ground
states in cold atoms.
In order to realize the two-leg ladder geometry, we can con-
sider an optical superlattice [17, 18]. By using this technol-
ogy, we can obtain a system where there are a number of two-
leg ladders, each of which is weakly coupled by some hop-
ping parameter. To ensure the one-dimensional character in
the system, this hopping parameter should be much smaller
than a temperature [2]. Then, the two-leg ladder system in the
absence of state-dependent hopping is obtained. As another
route to realize such a ladder geometry, one may also utilize
internal degrees of freedom in an atom as discussed in Refs.
[43, 44].
On the other hand, the Hubbard interaction U can be tuned
by selecting atomic species and by changing lattice depth.
Typically, 40K and 6Li have been utilized to realize the sys-
tem for U ą 0 and U ă 0, respectively [14]. In addition, the
Feshbach resonance is available to change the strength and
sign of the interaction.
The most important ingredient in the system discussed is a
state-dependent hopping. When it comes to a positive state-
dependent hopping, heteronuclear mixtures such as 6Li´40K
[45] and 6Li´173Yb [46] are available. However, since we
are also interested in a state-dependent hopping whose sign is
different between spin up and down, another scheme is neces-
sary.
To this end, we start with the two-leg Hubbard ladder sys-
tem in the absence of a state-dependent hopping. To obtain a
state-dependent rung hopping, we consider adding the follow-
ing time-dependent term in the Hamiltonian:ÿ
s“Ò,Ó
As cospωtq
ÿ
p“˘1
pn j,s,p. (33)
If AÒ “ AÓ, the above time-varying linear potential can be
obtained with a sinusoidal shaking of an optical lattice along
the rung direction [24]. In order to exactly obtain the above
time-dependent term for AÒ , AÓ, a sinusoidal shaking of a
state-dependent optical lattice [27, 28] or of a magnetic field
gradient [51] can be utilized. Then, an essential point is that
when ~ω " t‖, tK, |U|, we may perform the time average of
the above oscillation term, which causes the renormalization
of the hopping parameter as tK Ñ tKJ0pAs{p~ωqq [23, 26].
Since the argument of the Bessel function is now state depen-
dent, the Hamiltonian (1) can be obtained. We note that the
Bessel function can take a negative value, which allows us to
consider a negative hopping parameter. Indeed, such a nega-
tive hopping parameter by the time-dependent oscillation term
has been observed in Refs. [24, 25]
A particularly interesting challenge is to make the spin-
triplet superfluid realized around tKÒ « ´tKÓ for a repulsive
U. Here, we note that 2 «2 implies tKρ{T ! 1 where T is
a temperature. In this case, the effect of tKρ can be dropped
in the Hamiltonian, and the effective Hamiltonian reduces to
one of tKÒ “ ´tKÓ [2]. In the two-leg fermionic ladder sys-
tem at incommensurate filling, we have a one charge gap and
two spin gaps, which are exponentially small for the weak-
coupling limit but are of the order of the exchange energy for
the strong-coupling limit ( See Refs. [10–13] for numerical
estimations for the strong-coupling limit). Since the gaps are
essential to characterize the spin-triplet superfluid state, the
temperature should be smaller than them as well as the other
Hamiltonian parameters t‖,U, tK,s. Thus, the dominant spin-
triplet superfluid correlation should show up at the tempera-
ture satisfying these conditions. We note that a similar argu-
ment for the realizations of the other phases is also possible.
When it comes to the spin-triplet superfluid, we can also
utilize the technique of synthetic gauge fields [47]. Recently,
by using a Raman laser and lattice driving [48–52], it is possi-
ble to introduce the Peierls phase in the hopping parameter. If
such a Peierls phase has a state dependency, which is indeed
possible experimentally, the hopping parameter is modified as
t Ñ teiΦs , where Φs is the Peierls phase. When ΦÒ “ ´ΦÓ,
such a hopping term can also be regarded as a spin-orbit cou-
pling. As explained in Sec. III, the essence of the spin-triplet
superfluid is the emergence of the state-dependent Peierls
phase along the rung direction as tK Ñ tKeisΦ. Thus, the spin-
triplet superfluid realized with this manipulation is essentially
the same mechanism as one discussed in this paper.
Finally, we give a few comments on the experimental ob-
servability of the superfluids. An important feature is the pres-
ence of the gaps, which may be measured by rf spectroscopy
[53]. However, the measurement of gaps alone is not enough
to distinguish different superfluids. One of the possible solu-
tions to this problem is to use the particle-hole transformation
[41]. Then, the Hamiltonian for U ą 0 at incommensurate
filling without a spin imbalance is transformed into one for
U ă 0 at half filling with a spin imbalance. We also note
that the hopping terms in Eq. (1) are invariant under such a
particle-hole transformation. On the other hand, the operators
of the d-wave and spin-triplet superfluids are transformed into
those of staggered spin-flux and bond SDW phases, respec-
tively [37]. The properties of such phases may be captured by
the local addressing of the flux [48, 54] and spin correlations
[20, 55] or by spin-sensitive Bragg scattering of light [56].
V. CONCLUSION
We have examined a two-leg fermionic Hubbard ladder
model in the presence of a state-dependent hopping. We have
focused on a case where such a hopping exists for the rung
direction. This system can be treated as the minimal construc-
tion of the physics of mixed dimensions [57] if the rung hop-
ping in one of the states (spins) is zero since another rung
hopping plays a role in connecting different chains. Due to
the state-dependent hopping, the original d-wave and s-wave
7superfluids realized in the normal two-leg fermionic Hubbard
ladder model for the repulsive and attractive interactions, re-
spectively become unstable. We have demonstrated that in-
stead the spin-triplet superfluid, SDW, and CDW states be-
come stable depending on the ratio tKÒ{tKÓ. In particular, our
proposal shows a spin-triplet superfluid state for purely local
interactions can be realized. We have also discussed the ex-
perimental protocol and observability toward the spin-triplet
superfluid.
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APPENDIX: RENORMALIZATION GROUP EQUATIONS
In this Appendix, we wish to outline the derivation of the
renormalization group equations in a similar way as Ref. [2].
We first consider the following correlation function:
Rpr1 ´ r2q “ xTτeiφσ`px1,τ1qe´iφσ`px2,τ2qy (34)
where Tτ denotes the time-ordered product. By expanding the
above correlation function in terms of gi up to third order, we
obtain
Rpr1 ´ r2q « e´
Kσ`
2 F1pr1´r2q ` pSq ` pTq, (35)
where F1prq “ lnpr{αq,
pSq “ 1
2
ˆ
g1
8ppiαq2vF
˙2 ÿ
1,2“˘1
ż
d2r1d2r2
”
xeirφσ`p~r1q´φσ`p~r2q`21pφσ`p~r1q´φσ`p~r2qq`22pφσ´p~r1q´φσ´p~r2q´δσ´px1´x2qqsy0
´xeipφσ`p~r1q´φσ`p~r2qqy0xir21pφσ`p~r1q´φσ`p~r2qq`22pφσ´p~r1q´φσ´p~r2q´δσ´px1´x2qqsy0
ı
`1
2
ˆ
g2
8ppiαq2vF
˙2 ÿ
1,2“˘1
ż
d2r1d2r2
”
xeirφσ`p~r1q´φσ`p~r2q`21pφσ`p~r1q´φσ`p~r2qq`22pφρ´p~r1q´φρ´p~r2q´δρ´px1´x2qqsy0
´xeipφσ`p~r1q´φσ`p~r2qqy0xir21pφσ`p~r1q´φσ`p~r2qq`22pφρ´p~r1q´φρ´p~r2q´δρ´px1´x2qqsy0
ı
`1
2
ˆ
g4
8ppiαq2vF
˙2 ÿ
1,2“˘1
ż
d2r1d2r2
”
xeirφσ`p~r1q´φσ`p~r2q`21pφσ`p~r1q´φσ`p~r2qq`22pθρ´p~r1q´θρ´p~r2qqsy0
´xeipφσ`p~r1q´φσ`p~r2qqy0xir21pφσ`p~r1q´φσ`p~r2qq`22pθρ´p~r1q´θρ´p~r2qqsy0
ı
`1
2
ˆ
g6
8ppiαq2vF
˙2 ÿ
1,2“˘1
ż
d2r1d2r2
”
xeirφσ`p~r1q´φσ`p~r2q`21pφσ`p~r1q´φσ`p~r2qq`22pθσ´p~r1q´θσ´p~r2qqsy0
´xeipφσ`p~r1q´φσ`p~r2qqy0xir21pφσ`p~r1q´φσ`p~r2qq`22pθσ´p~r1q´θσ´p~r2qqsy0
ı
, (36)
and
pTq “ ´g1g3g4
ˆ
1
8ppiαq2vF
˙3 ÿ
1,2,3“˘1
ż
d2r1d2r2d2r3”
xeirφσ`p~r1q´φσ`p~r2q`21pφσ`p~r1q´φσ`p~r3qq`22pφσ´p~r1q´φσ´p~r2q´δσ´px1´x2qq`23pθρ´p~r2q´θρ´p~r3qqsy0
´xeipφσ`p~r1q´φσ`p~r2qqy0xir21pφσ`p~r1q´φσ`p~r3qq`22pφσ´p~r1q´φσ´p~r2q´δσ´px1´x2qq`23pθρ´p~r2q´θρ´p~r3qqsy0
ı
´g2g5g6
ˆ
1
8ppiαq2vF
˙3 ÿ
1,2,3“˘1
ż
d2r1d2r2d2r3”
xeirφσ`p~r1q´φσ`p~r2q`21pφσ`p~r1q´φσ`p~r2qq`22pφρ´p~r1q´φρ´p~r3q´δρ´px1´x3qq`23pθρ´p~r2q´θρ´p~r3qqsy0
´xeipφσ`p~r1q´φσ`p~r2qqy0xir21pφσ`p~r1q´φσ`p~r2qq`22pφρ´p~r1q´φρ´p~r3q´δρ´px1´x3qq`23pθρ´p~r2q´θρ´p~r3qqsy0
ı
. (37)
In the above, x¨ ¨ ¨ y0 denotes the average without the cosine terms, that is, one with the Tomonaga-Luttinger Hamiltonian. When
we focus on pTq, the dominant contributions come from ~r3 “ ~r2 ` ~r or ~r2 “ ~r1 ` ~r for the term proportional to g1g3g4 and
from ~r3 “ ~r2 ` ~r or ~r3 “ ~r1 ` ~r for one proportional to g2g5g6 with a small r. Therefore, by expanding around ~r “ 0, after a
8straightforward calculation, we can obtain the following renormalization relations on the effective quantities:
Keffσ` “ Kσ` ´
K2σ`
2
ż
dr
α
”
y21
´ r
α
¯3´2pKσ``Kσ´q
J0p2δσ´rq ` y22
´ r
α
¯3´2pKσ``Kρ´q
J0p2δρ´rq
`y24
´ r
α
¯3´2pKσ``1{Kρ´q ` y26 ´ rα¯3´2pKσ``1{Kσ´q ı, (38)
pyeff1 q2 “ y21 ´ 2y1y3y4
ż
r
α
´ r
α
¯1´2{Kρ´
, (39)
pyeff2 q2 “ y22 ´ 2y2y5y6
ż
r
α
´ r
α
¯1´2{Kσ´
, (40)
pyeff4 q2 “ y24 ´ 2y1y3y4
ż
r
α
´ r
α
¯1´2Kρ´
J0p2δσ´rq, (41)
pyeff6 q2 “ y26 ´ 2y2y5y6
ż
r
α
´ r
α
¯1´2Kρ´
J0p2δρ´rq. (42)
By changing the cutoff α Ñ elα “ α ` dα, we obtain Eqs. (10), (13), (14), (16), and (18). In a way similar to the above, the
other RG equations can also be obtained.
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